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The Johnsonville Community Association Inc. (JCA) would like to make an oral 
submission. Please liaise through our secretary, Maureen Sullivan at the above email 
address.  

JCA is concerned that WCCs encouragement of targeted intensification in Johnsonville (via MDRA) 
will come (indirectly) at the “expense” of substantial loss of naturel capital and recreational space 
for the people of Johnsonville, including the very population that MDRA seeks to attract. The 
relevance for the development contributions policy is that the real and significant costs to our 
community are not being managed responsibly or sustainably by WCC, and a core reason for this is 
that the developers seeking to profit from MDRA are not being required to pay for these hidden 
costs. We believe the full cost of maintaining and extending Johnsonville’s public open spaces must 
be met by all developers (public and private) who construct higher density dwellings within the 
MDRA zone.  

The logic for this assertion is as follows: 

1/ Warnings raised early, mitigation declined. In 2009, Proposed “area of Change” Section 32 
reports by independent consultants warned of the dearth of recreational and greenspace within 
what has become the MDRA zones of central Johnsonville, and how that might negatively impact on 
the redeveloped suburb. These same reports encouraged WCC to create additional new public 
greenspaces within the zone (new “Pocket parks” was one option proposed), but this suggestion was 
ignored and the high density zone was introduced without either provision for new parks, or 
additional protection of existing parks from ‘erosion” for other purposes. 

2/ Magnitude of Growth. Higher population density in Johnsonville (as encouraged by MDRA) 
will results in substantially increased population (3000 more people estimated by WCC) within the 
‘intensification” zone of about 1000 extra dwellings.  

3/ Child population will be pronounced. Proximity of good schools means that Johnsonville will 
continue to attract families with children, as Johnsonville always has. A key advantage of higher 
density is lower rental costs, so MDRA will attract lower socio-economic families, with demonstrably 
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higher needs. With no planning for new schools, nor any space to build them, existing school 
buildings must expand within existing school sites. Demand for Recreation space on “public land” 
will therefore be exacerbated even further. 

4/ Increased personal need for public greenspace. Most of these dwellings in MDRA will have 
zero outside ground floor space, as allowed for by MDRA rules that differ radically from “outer 
residential’. The lack of private space, combined with massive population increase, will create 
massive demand for ‘greenspace” (it’s a fundamental need for the human psyche), and for outdoor 
recreational space for children.  

5/ Social infrastructure cannibalizes natural capital. With a need for more social infrastructure 
to support a growing population, and a constrained WCC budget, its easier and cheaper for WCC to 
simply cannibalise public greenspace for construction of “necessary” infrastructure. 

This land is seen as “free” but it isn’t: The people of Johnsonville (now and for generations to come) 
will pay for it inn their loss of outdoor amenity. 

This is not theory – it has already begun. Here are no less than 4 examples within or adjacent to 
Johnsonville’s “MDRA zones” consented, built or proposed within the last 2 years: 

• Keith Spry Pool extension construction eliminates the landscaped greenspace a 
children’s playgrounds: about 300 square metres of prime kiddies play-space lost, plus new 
pool built over a significant naive tree planting adjacent to Johnsonville Children’s memorial 
Park.   

• Alex Moore Park All-weather turf (AMP redevelopment Phase 1) was accompanied 
by a massive new carpark (about 70 carparks) built on a huge tract of flat playable grass: 
3000 square metres of playing field converted to car-park. 

• Proposed new library; Johnsonville’s only “youth facility” already lost, with no 
replacement proposed. Including the adjacent park space (2-4 Wanaka St) over 1050 square 
metres of open public space will be lost to the new library. In addition, the land on which the 
old Johnsonville Town Library (Value 1.5 mil) will be sold odd to fund new Library 
construction costs, eliminating about 1000 squarer metres of public land. 

• The new Alex Moore park Sports Clubroom complex (AMP redevelopment Phase 2) 
and the associated new carpark will eliminate a further 2000 square metres of otherwise 
“playable” space. In addition, the 1500 square metre clubrooms at 50 Philip St will be sold 
for MDRA residential development to fund the Phase 2 construction costs 

These four projects alone represent the loss of over 6000 square metres of flat, “playable” 
greenspace right in the heart of the MDRA zone. The “commercial” value of that land lost as outdoor 
play space is over $ 3 500 000.  

5/ The full cost of provision of new services and maintaining existing services for a higher 
population must be fully mat – and fully paid for by those who seek to profit from this 
intensification.  That loss is real, will be borne by the population of Johnsonville for generations to 
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come, and is the direct result of population growth. SO WHY is it that No-one is paying for that loss? 
One thing is for certain, the pre-existing population of Johnsonville should NOT be expected to pay 
for it. 

To manage the ongoing “development” of Johnsonville sustainably, as we suggest that WCC is 
obliged to do, these costs must be paid for, and not sneakily ‘extracted” from our suburbs 
greenspaces for reasons of financial and political expediency. Using or selling public land or  parkland 
for ‘built’ developments is NOT sustainable, and it is not acceptable. These costs must be paid for 
up-front, and if that means buying millions of dollars’ worth of land on the open market on which to 
build or create new parks, the cost of this purchase must be met; who pays for that is the next issue: 

Our preference is that WCC honestly value the cost of land used for libraries, carparks, etc, and for 
costs caused by increasing population (this may be a portion of the total cost), and seek to recover 
those costs via development contributions from those who are “making money” from these 
intensified developments. 

This is only fair: It is well accepted that developers of new “greenfields” subdivisions are expected to 
donate land (or make appropriate fiscal contributions) to WCC for parks & playgrounds to support 
the additional population that subdivision will accommodate. So how is it that, if (for example) three 
houses on separate titles in a MDRA zone are purchased, the titles amalgamated, and 20 new “units” 
are built on the same land, why is that there no significant extra development contributions required 
from the 17 additional dwellings that are created, in an area where “suddenly” new parkland space 
has an extremely high purchase cost? 

The opportunity cost of park land goes up in these areas just the same as the cost of ‘developable’ 
land does. So Development contributions need to rise accordingly, at the same rate.  

Why is it that the developers profiting massively from residential redevelopments are not required 
to pay for extra parkland mitigation of the loss of (say) Johnsonville’s park spaces? The loss of 
playable, public park land is far more than the community of Johnsonville are prepared to accept.  

We do want, need, and deserve additional facilities to compensate for decades of under-investment 
in our suburb, and to mitigate the effects of the intensification that is being thrust upon us (so 
Wellington may grow up, not out, while “leafier” suburbs with “more character” remain 
undisturbed). But it is not right and it is not fair that the people of Johnsonville “pay through the 
nose” for those facilities, through the loss of their rare and precious ‘high amenity value’ spaces that 
these green park spaces represent. 

Conclusion and Recommendation: 

District plan Change 72 gave Johnsonville MDRA status, but made NO provision for the necessary 
remediation of the effects of that residential intensification, and made no provision for meeting the 
real costs of providing the necessary infrastructure. 

That needs to change. The cost of not only maintaining but extending social, recreational, and 
‘natural Capital” to accommodate our rising population in an intensifiesd suburb must be 
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acknowledged, and thost costs must be funded. The fairest way to achieve this is through 
development contributions, and at a rate that will fully fund the real cost of land for these 
amenities (including replacement of ‘lost’ parkland where applicable) 

For example, the $ 3 500 000 of land “consumed” by the above four projects would amount to a $ 
3500 development contribution from each of the 1000 new MDRA units expected to be built in 
Johnsonville over the coming decade. So clearly that is insufficient (as much more amenities are 
needed to mitigate the massive intensification. 

Our estimate is that $ 20 000 p000 is needed to create new amenities for Johnsonville, including half 
o0f that sum for land purchases: it is appropriate for half the additional cost to be met by those 
profiting from new ‘developments”, so and we propose half this cost be met by an additional new 
Development contribution of $ 10 000 per dwelling in Johnsonville’s MDRA zone.  


